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~~e evaluates da1nages, options to restore web
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News Editor
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Officials with the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet and
the U.S. Coast Guard are hastening to provide answers and
solutions after an ocean-going
freight ship struck the Eggner's
Ferry Bridge over the Kentucky Lake Thmsday, Jan..26.
The Delta Mariner, 312-foot
long transcontinental vessel
struck the bridge at around 8
p.m., causing a 322-foot seg·
ment of the bridge to come
crashing on its bow.
Immediate
responders
included the Aurora (Ky.) Fire
Department and the Marshall
County Rescue Squad. Those
agencies determined no cars
had gone off the bridge platform with the debris.
Today, the ship sits dormant
along the shores of the lake,
with the crumpled wreckage of
the bridge still on top of it and
a crane standing at a tall atten·
tion on the western bank.
Emergency services have long
gone, and concrete dividers
support the nearly 2,800-carsa-day traffic the bridge is used
to carrying along U.S. 68/Ky.
Hwy.80.
Keith Todd, a spokesperson
for the KTC said the remain·
der of the bridge, the water
around it and the ship and its
crew are now under a thor·
ough investigation by the
Coast Guard and the National
Transportation Safety Board.
But while that investigation
ensues, Todd said it is the
KTC's job to ensure the stability of the bridge as it now
stands. Immediately after the
boat hit, agency vehicles
packed the remaining sides of
the structure, but that roadway
has since been vacated and the
stability of pier six on the eastern portion of the bridge has
been questioned.
Guardrails along that portion of the bridge were reported to have sustained some
buckling since the ship's
impact, Todd said.
"We're not sure that the
crook in that guardrail is due
to the impact at this point.
That's something we're still
evaluating," be said.
A bridge inspection dive
team attached sensors to the
submerged portion of pier six
as well as piers five and seven,
and Todd said be hopes to have
a report back from the team by
early next week.
"If that pier is moving, that's
something of a game changer
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The Delta Mariner still rests In Kentucky Lake after strlkino EQ9ne(s Ferry 8rldoe on Jan. 26. CIUSklQ a 322-toot
section of the brldQe to collapse. The Kentucky Transportation cabinet continues evaluation ~ the situation.
in that if that pier is solid, then
that gives us a working point
to go in and replace the missing span,'' be said. "If that pier
is moving, then we're going to
have to take a step back and it's
going to require more work."
Pending on the swift
removal of the ship from the
shores adjacent the bridge, the
KTC is evaluating possible
measures to restore the heavy
traffic flow in the area.
One solution Todd men·
tioned was a ferry, but he said
he is concerned about whether
a ferry service could transport
thousands of vehicles a day.
Repairing the two missing
spans is also on the table. but
the stability of the eastern portion of the bridge could damp·
en that effort.
The final idea is to quicken
the building process of a new
bridge, which already went
through planning. designing
and drilling stages. Construction of that bridge was slated
to begin by 2014, but even if it
began sooner, Todd said it
would be years before it was
completed.
He said he would like to see
a combination of two of the
ideas, or see more come to the
table, so that the negative ramifications the slowed traffic
has had on the region can be
reversed.
Todd said companies experienced with bridge repair and
replacement have approached
the state to help with the
upcoming process.
"There are a lot of resources
out there that are available to
us. and it's going to be a matter
of figuring out which one
works the best in this
instance," he said.
The Marshall County Sher·

Detour adds travel
time for commuting
students, employees
Meglwm A.oderson
Staff writer
The drive to the University has become
much longer for some commuting students and
faculty members due to the collapse of the
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on Jan. 26.
Bonnie Higginson, vice president of Academ·
ic Affairs. said emails were sent to all faculty
members on Friday morning, asking them to
work with the students affected by the bridge
collapse.
Nursing students have a clinical placement in
Hopkinsville, Ky., and Higginson expects this
will continue although the travel time will be
longer.
Chelsea Brown, senior from Hopkinsville,
now has a 180-mile round trip from her home to
the University and back.
Brown, who is a student in the nursing pro-

Photo courtesy of KTC

AelM team Inspects the dlmiQe
to [Qgner's feny BrldQe.
iff's office announced Sunday
that citations would be issued
to people who went out onto
the bridge. That morning, the
KTC reported several hundred
people on the bridge at one
time.
Todd said people should
avoid the bridge, as its safety
could still be called into ques·
tion.
"That boat is rated at 8,400
tons," he said. "When you have
an object that large hitting
something as massive as a
bridge, the force at work there
- required to bring those spans
down - those forces are just
really incredible. So, that's the
reason we're keeping people
off the bridge."
Following the collapse,
investigators came under a hail
of questions regarding the
lighting on the bridge when
the ship hit it.
The company that owns the
Delta Mariner - Ross Maritime
Inc. - claimed this week the
state was at fault for the accident, as navigational lights on

gram, will have to leave her home at 3 a.m. to
arrive in Murray for her 6:30 a.m. clinical.
"The University hasn't really helped at all
because we are struggling and don't know who
to talk to about our issues,'' Brown said. "I am
not happy about this at all. Help hasn't been
offered and I don't have the time to hunt someone down for help."
Due to the extended drive, Brown is staying
in a hotel in Murray to save time and gas
money. She said she will not be able to make
the extra-long detoured COQUilute because of
the additional expenses.
Some of Brown's fellow nursing classmates
have offered to house her since the collapse of
the bridge so her commute isn't as severe.
Tracy Roberts, interim registrar, said there
are 271 commuter students from Trigg and
Christian counties who attend classes at the
main campus. Out of those 271 students, 210 of
them are full-time.
The bridge connects Trigg and Marshall
counties over the Kentucky Lake.
"These stats are based on residency,'' Roberts
said, "Because of lack of good addresses, it's
hard to tell where they actually live while going
to school."
Sally Mateja, Institutional Review Board
coordinator, in the past, had a 40-minute drive
to the University, but now she is forced to com-

the south side of the bridge
were not operational when the
ship approached.
Mike Hancock, state secretary of education rebutted the
marine corporation early this
week at a press conference in
Frankfort,
saying
the
freighter's navigational equipment should have warned the
ship's pilot that the portion of
the bridge under which he was
trying to pass was not tall
enough for the Delta Mariner's
50-foot sitting height.
Lt. Ron Easley, with the
Cout Guard, uid investigators
were taking
of these factors
into account with an investigation both of the l.ipts on the
bridge and the boat's equip·
ment.
"In the rivers, it's different
from open ocean water; you
have a lot of factors," he said.
"Wmd can play a major part,
current can play a part and so
can the water levels. But (lighting) can be a factor for any
incident."
Easley said the ship was also
traveUns along the auxiliary
channel, nearly 483 feet from
the main channel, where it
would have cleared the bottom
of the bridge.
Neither the KTC, Coast
Guard. NTSB, nor Ross Maritime Inc. could account for
why the ship had steered so far
off course.
The Delta Mariner was on a
2,IOQ-mile trip from Decatur,
Ala., to Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
carrying Boeing Atlas V and
Delta rocket components for
NASA. The shlp is capable of
carrying up to 16()-foot-long
Delta IV common lfooster
cores.
Contact
Ramsey
at
aramsf)'S@munuystate.edu.
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After the Egner's Ferry Bridle over Kentucky Lake collapsed on Thursday, Jan. 26, Murray State's main campus and
the Paducah and Hopkinsville extended campuses experienced an Internet outage.
Linda Miller, chief information officer, said approximately
one hour after the bridge collapsed, she received a phone call
from Tommy PhiUips. manqer of network services, who told
her not only of the coUapse, but also of the Internet outage.
Generally, staff members who work with the campus's Internet receive updates via text messasing and email to inform
them of any kind of problems. Thursday, however. the back-up
system the Univenity put in place approximately six months
ago came online so quickly that the system did not recognize
a difference and therefore did not send alerts.
Miller said the reason Murray State's campuses lost Internet
connection was because the fiber optic cable Windstream, the
company the school uses for the Internet, ran underneath the
bridse that was struck by the 312-foot transcontinental vessel
The processes MiUer and her staff had to go through were
very compUcated, she said.
"The good thl01 is that Tommy Phillips has been working
for the past year to get our redundant Internet running," she
said.
The redUndant Internet, Miller said, is a back-up Internet
that is implemented when the initial Internet ls out.
"Our redundant Internet is what carried us through." she
said. "It's basically a completely different path we take outside
to get off campus so that we're not running on the same poles,
we're not using the same path that the primary line ls on."
The back-up line is significantly less advanced than the primary line, Miller said. Email especially was one aspect of the
system that became cloged.
The Internet ran on the redundant Une until approximately
6:15 on Saturday,
Miller said she wu happy with the way the team performed
In getting the Internet up and Nnnlhs so quickly .a pln.
"We're really happy with how well everything performed
because untn )"'U ay IOIIIedliD8 lib that under load, when
you've got studtnb ~ to submit wlpments, faculty tey•
ing to do things - our bandwidth needs are huge - and untll
you try to suddenly take everyt4ins down to this smaller type
than you don't really know what's going to need your priorities," sbe said.
Phillips said that be, too, was
with the way the backup line performed.
"We only put this back-up lntetnet connection in six or eilbt
months
he said. •As far as lessons learned, it was a JOOd
exercise ln JOing throup that was helpful because we don't
get a chance to practice that sort of thing .:. until you're ln that
scenario, you don't get the chance to sort of test different
things."
University President Randy Dunn applauded teams led by
Miller, Phillips and Brian Van Hom ln Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach ln working under such pressure to .set
service restored on the main campus and the regional facilities
at Paducah and Hopkinsville.
"It wu a very stressful time for them Thursday, Friday into
the weekend and I think everyone's really stepped up to set
this back to as normal u possible given the dift"K:Ulties that
they're still working through with getting full service reestablished.'" Dunn said.
•
Phillips said he hopes the members of the community and
Murray State Internet users to lnform him when something is
ln their area that is mission critical that uses their Internet
connection.
"If we have that knowledge. then we can communicate with
them and with our bandwidth IIUlDalement device and make
sure that it sets the appropriate bandwidth square foot so that
it'U function pretty much no matter what," be said.
Contact RuaeU at hntssdl@murraystate.edu.
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mute one hour and 20 minutes on the days she
works on campus.
"We have accommodated one full-time staff
member in Academic Affairs by allowing her to
work from her home three days each week,"
Higginson said.
Mateja estimated her new expenses after the
collapse of the bridge by calculating 40 cents
per mile, and addins the change in her commute with the extra 100 miles a day.
"I will pay an additional $9,600 a year for my
commuting costs," Mateja said. "'''bat means
that I just took approximately a 30 percent cut
ln pay."
"Economically, I'm not sure that anything
else could have done so much damage to the
prosperity of my area of western Kentucky,"
Mateja said.
'We are looking at the feasibility of deliverIng some classes to the Hopkinsville campus
via lTV (Interactive television)," Higginson
said.
Brian Van Hom. dean of Continuing Education Academic Outreach. said in order to deliver classes via 1TV the faculty would have to be
willing and able to teach the class and the lTV
lab would have to be open for use.
The University has four lTV labs on campus.
"The faculty at Murray State is the best in the
world,'' Van Horn said. "They are good to stu-

dents. I find that most often Murray State faculty are willinB to help students anyway they

can."
Van Hom .said Jenn.ICer Husemann, coordinator of credit evaluation, is working on the HopkinsviUe campus since the collapse of the
bridge.
Sean McElWain. student from Cadiz, Ky., also
has added an hour to his commute since the
incident involvins the bridse. He said none of
his teachers have asked students if the bridle
coUapse has affected their drive to campus.
"For people who commute it feels like it bas
been forever (since the bridge collapse)," McEl·
wain said. "There is not going to be a fast fiX."
University President Randy Dunn said keeping an open mind to assist commuting students
and employees is a priority.
"We don't really have anything to offer them
but the patience of the campus," he said. "I
think it was a wise move very early on to counsel faculty and staff to extend patience with
those folks who commute everyday for the
additional time- it's JOins to take them and
some of the hardship that's going to be added
on to some of the families. The campus owes it
to those Ind ividuals to do all we can to cooperate and assist however possible."
Contact Anderson at manderson22@

rrwrraystate.edu.
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Ed Marlowe
Staff writer

If at ftrst you don't succeed, try,
try again.
Or in this case, try again and
again and again.
As it stands, businesses in Calloway County are prohibited from
selling packaged liquor in any
shape or form. Establishments able
to properly seat 100 persons are
allowed to sdl it by the drink as
long as food sales meet 70 percent
of gross revenue and liquor sales
do not exceed 30 percent of gross
revenue.
However, a new local movement
emphasizing a vote to bring packaged liquor sales to the city, titled
"Grow Murray," has sprouted up
and cre~ted buzz around the county.
After creating a Facebook page
on Jan. 24, purchasing three halfpage advertising spaces in the Murray Ledger & Times and mailing out
letters to random city residents,
the privately funded organization
seemingly has one mission: to get
the word out, encouraging people
to bring packaged liquor sales to
Murray.
Past campaigns have come and
gone with no success, most recently the 2009 "Keep It Local" campaign spearheaded by Boone
Chambers, owner and manager of
the Big Apple Cafe.
Chambers successfully collected
the number of signatures required
for a petition to be submitted, but
his attempts were thwarted when
the County Clerk's office rejected

the petition, as many of the signa*
tures were not registered voters.
In response to Chambers' efforts,
locals against packaged liquor sales
formed "Keep It Out", and by the
end of 2009, both sides resigned to
a stalemate.
Chambers denied being part of
this new movement citing undue
hardship and a loss in business as a
result of previous involvement
with the issue.
"I was a lightning rod last year,"
he said. "I am not involved with
this at all."
However, he alluded to new tactics used in order for the vote to
come to fruition: anonymity.
"The main reason for the
anonymity is to take away from the
'who' and focus on the vote,"
Chambers said. "Part of this movement is on the 'what' and 'how', and
not the 'who."'
Indeed, no contact information
has been provided so far in the
campaign. No phone numbers, or
places of businesses are mentioned
or endorsed on the webpage, and
additional contact information
includes a single email address growmurray@gmail.com.
Citizens can also get in touch
with the ort,'aDization via P.O. Box
906. but organizers leave no other
way to communicate.
Their website, growmurray.com.
states only 4,000 people received
petitions due to budget reasons,
but provides list and single-person
petitions in a printable format.
Ray Coursey, county clerk, said
.b,e is not familiar with who is
behind the campaign, but knew a

.._Inside the storr.
Advances to legalize packlged 1/qu(Jr $8/es n ntJt ""'
to the western Kentuckyte(}lon. fiDf/liJrrfY. Hete'sai«JJ;
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and the poverty level rises."
•
petition had been formed and was
circulating in the city.
With only 2,500 people voting in
the last general election, Coursey
said approximately 650 signatures
would be required to complete the
petition, 25 percent of the vote
count.
From there, the petition lands on
the county clerk's desk, where all
signees are verified as registered
voters. Should the petition pass.

Coursey said County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins would order an
election no fewer than 60 days and
no more than 90 days after the submission period, leaving a one
month window of eligibility.
"Something like this would require
a special. separate election,"
Coursey said. "This can't be on the
primary or general ballot."

Contact Marlowe at edward.
marlowe@murraystate.edu.

Hawthorne fills coordinator position
;

OUvla Medovtch
Staff writer
Tara Hawthorne hit the ground running this semester with her new posi·
lion as coordinator of new student programs.
Hawthorne was appointed to the position over Winter Break. after the
previous coordinator, Amanda Carter, vacated the position after making the
decision to move to Evansville, Ind.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs. said his office held
·interviews to find someone to fill the position. He said he was impressed
with Hawthorne.
"Thrns out, Tara Hawthorne was the best candidate for this,'' Robertson
said.
Since September 2009, Hawthorne served as the coordinator of Greek
Life and Student Organizations.
''1 was in grad school in Louisiana and working full time and I was looking to get back into Greek life," Hawthorne said. "That was my initial rea~
son for coming here was I saw a posting for the position."
She said she is looking forward to the new task of working with incoming
students.
'Tm very excited," Hawthorne said. "Things are going well We have our
admitted student open house coming up and looking forward to families of
new students coming to visit them and learn more about Murray State."
Hawthorne's new responsibilities include organizing special events such
as Racer Days, open house style visits where students have the opportunity to meet faculty and staff; Racer 101, a leadership summer camp designed
for incoming freshmen; Summer Orientation. designed to prepare new students for college life and dessert receptions attended by admissions counselors to recruit new students.

"This will be more of a focus on incoming students and
working with them on that transition from hig~ school
to college," Hawthorne said. regarding her new position.
"Making sure they arc familiar with the campus and they
are ready to start campus life and everything that goes
along with it."
She said her primary goal is to improve training Summer Orientation counselors and making sure they are
able to connect with incoming students.
"They have a key part in working with the students
when they come to Summer Orientation," she said.
Tara
"Their job is just as important as anyone else. They are
Hawthorne helping them learn about Murray State and college life."
coordinator of
Hawthorne said after students arrive on campus, the
new student
job is not done; counselors must continue to work with
programs
students and make sure they arc adjusting well to the
college environment.
She said she is optimistic for new developments of programs for incoming students to help maintain retention.
,
"I would love to look at Summer Orientation and look at how it was done
in the past and see how we can spice it up," Hawthorne said. 'We are looking at Racer 101 and' Abroad 101 programs and offering more opportunities
to get involved in Murray State and what we have to offer before they get to
campus. Then also creating some actual new student programs in the fall."
The position for coordinator of Greek Life is temporarily being filled by
Re'Nita Avery-Meriwether, director of Student Life.
Applications for the position are being accepted until Feb. 13, through the
Office of Student Affairs

Contact Medovich at omedovich@murraystate.edu.·

CbrlsWUcox
Staff writer
The President's Commission on Diversity
and Inclusion met Friday, Jan. 27 to prioritize
the implementation steps regarding thl! Diver~
sity Plan, which includes whether or not to
recommend the lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBT) Center to President
Randy Dunn.
According to the new Murray State University Diversity Plan, the goal is to strengthen the
efforts to promote diversity as an essential element in its pursuit for greater cxceUence. The
commission is charged with developing and
continually monitoring implementations of the
plan and its initiatives.
Sonya Baker, assistant dean and professor of
humanities and fme arts, is chair of the commission, wh!ch is also composed of several faculty and staff members.
"Chair Baker is leading the commission
through a process to work through the plan's
action steps and develop some priority recommendation.'!," Jody Cofer, academic progr;~m
specialist and member of the commission, said.
"These recommendations then get submitted
to President Dunn for consideration. You have
to remember the plan spans multiple years and
we have to approach it in pieces."
The Diversity Plan has four large chunks to
be assessed annually, including student body
diversity, student success, workforce diversity
and campus climate. Each of these then has
sub-categories, which must be addressed and
prioritized by the commission.
'
Before the commission was formed, a group
known as the BJue Ribbon Task Force for
Diversity advised President Dunn on matters
of diversity and inclusion.
The task force was revamped, and with the
creation of the President's commissions and
carne the Commission op Diversity and Inclu~
sion.
The comntission will meet today to finalize
priority recommendations, including the possible proposal of a long-discussed LGBT center.
Jeff Osborne, associate professor of English
and philosophy, turned in 121 faculty and staff
signatures to Provost Bonnie Higginson in support of the center in November.
Alliance, an organization for LGBT and
straight allied students, then started circulating its own petition. William Heath, senior
from Mayfield, Ky., and president of Alliance,
said they turned in 278 student signatures in
request of an LGBT center.
Kyle Shupe, junior from Farmington, Ky.,
spoke at th~ commission meeting last Friday to
appeal to tlie commission at the student level.
Osborne ~aid LGBT people in the United
States and abroad are frequent targets for discrimination, bigotry and violence.
"A resource center would serve tlte vital role
of educatin~ our community and providing
referral services for this traditionally underserved segment of the population," he said. "It
would also provide a pbysical space for LGBT
and allies to come together for learnilig, com~
munity-building, and outreach."
Cofer said an LGBT center is not specifically mentioned in the plan, but there is a component. The campus climate section of the document states Murray State will advance education efforts involving sexual orientation and
gender identity/expression through pr<lgram·
ming and campus-based services. While there
is no specific requirement for a center, there is
allowance for one.

Contact Wilcox at cwilcox2@nwrraystate.
edu.
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Opinion Editor: John Walker
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Our View

"Someday, when I am all growed up,
I'll destroy all the bridges."

Clean up your mess
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

The 'recently destroyed bridge
over Kentucky Lake is raising a
number of questions about the
integrity of this area's roads and
infrastructure.
The same conversation was
sparked a few years ago after the
collapse of a bridge in Minneapolis. The causes for their fall may
be very different, but the question is still one and the same.
How long will it take our country
to realize the state of our infrastructure is not acceptable and
falling apart at the seams?
Even after massive funding
from the Obama administration's
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which funded hundreds, if not thousands, of new
projects around the country we
are left with an outdated internal
system.
There are many culprits in the
lead up to this mess. The federal
government is one, as surely
there needs to be more oversight
and standards in how we run our
infrastructure. But more than
any other the state of Kentucky
should be owning up to the
neglect of its own roads and
bridges across the state. Gov.
Steve Beshear thinks he can slap
a federal road sign on any highway and it automatically
becomes interstate gold.
Last week proved that is just
one more fantasy the governor
fllls his imagination with when it
comes to the well.-being of'citi..!
I

zens and communities across the
Commonwealth.
President Randy Dunn said the
loss of this important structure
will be enough to make a major
impact on the University and the
city of Murray.
"Well it affected the University
in some exponential ways,"
Dunn said. "First and foremost is
the safety of our students, particularly commuting students, as
well as employees who cross that
bridge everyday to get to and
from the Murray campus. We
don't really have anything to
offer them but the patience of the
campus. I think 'it was a wise
move very early on to counsel
faculty and staff to extend
patience with those folks who
commute everyday for the additional time it's going to take them
and some of the hardship that's
going to be added on to some of
the families."
The effects of this situation
will not only be felt on campus,
but across the region. Without
that crossing many residents and
commuters will fmd other gas
stations to get their fuel, other
towns to visit and plenty of other
communities to spend their
money. The economic impacts
are unknown. Let's hope they
aren't too damaging.
All in all. the least this government could do is find a way to
get the funding for the new,
already planned bridge or a
decent sized ferry to give a leg
up to those who will be hit hardest by the aftermath of this
bizarre event.
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Don't forget to visit us at
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about the bridge collapse
at Kentucky Lake?
"I don't know anything about it."
Maurice lowry· Pans. Tenn.

freshman

"I found it annoying because I found out
the day after the fact and I had a lot of
homework that I needed to get on Black·
board and it wasn't working. It set a lot of
people back especially on a campus."
lucille Judah· louisville, Ky.

freshman

"I don't care. I'm not from Kentucky."
l1 1C Haase • Mt. carmel.

Ill.

senior

Meli~sa

Ruhlman/The New~
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Rand Paul goes tO the iairpOrt
Oh. no! An
alarm has gone
off at the airport, but don't
worry, because
all good airport security is
rushing for a
pat down. We
Josbuamtz
all know this
freshman from
kind of story
Stauntan, Ill.
forward, backward and sideways, but this twist to the tale
may make us look at the Transportation Security Administration) in another light, and Rand
Paul in the same, only brighter.
On Monday, Jan. 25, Sen. Rand
Paul, son to president candidate
Ron Paul, was detained from his
flight to Washington, D.C., from
Nashville. Tenn., after setting off
an alarm in the walk through
scanners.
The reason behind this. as read
from and article in csmonitor.com as well as poltico.com,
was due to an "anomaly" in the
candidate's knee, though the TSA
is still weary on sharing what
exactly set off their scanners.
After refusing the pat down,
Paul was detained to a small cubicle, thus missing his flight to
Washington, D.C., where he
states, via Twitter, that he was
hoping to speak at the March of
Life, a pro life rally against abortion.
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This seemed to set off Paul,
who during campaigning days,
wholeheartedly spoke out against
the TSA. "The police state in this
country is growing out of control.
"One of the ultimate embodiments of this is the TSA that
gropes and grabs our children,
our seniors ... while doing nothing
to keep us safe."
This is a call back to the incidents some time ago, about the
85-year-old woman being strip
searched back in November, as
well as the male child back in
2010."

Now Rand Paul, after this
dilemma, feels the need to call for
the "abolition of the TSA," which
would be a terrible idea.
Now I agree that the system
and actions taken by the members
of the TSA have been more than
wrong, but the fact of the matter
is the men and women of this
security force are simply doing
their jobs.
Everyone is a suspect, and in a
job where you are to expect the
unexpected I can understand the
pressure the group feels, but I am
not blind to their complete lack of
simp! use of their mental capabil. ities.
Now we all remember men like
the shoe and underpants bomber.
These incidents put some harsh
expectations on the TSA and really they are just trying to live up to
the responsibility.
• 1

Paul is the bad guy here. He
feels and has spoken out to striping down the TSA because he
feels regular flyers, like government officials, should not be
forced to go through the usual
scanning and patting down proce-dlires like everyone else. The fact
of the matter is he wants special
treatment,
No Paul. it doesn't count if you
go through the scanner a second
time, just suck it up and let them
do their jobs. They didn't tell the
man to strip, merely to let them
do the usual procedure any cop
would on a street corner.
I'm not trying to persuade anyone to different sides of in politics, or make you look at him in a
bad light when Election Day
comes. I'm not qualified for that
kind of thing, but what I can say is
that as a person, this guy has to be
pretty arrogant to thinJc he can
get special exempts from the law.
He preaches how the TSA was
wrong for doing what they did to
the woman and child, and they
were, but then he goes around
saying he deserves better treatment than any normal Joe or
Sally, just because he sits in a government building.
I should keep up more on politics in general but from what I
found, all I can assume. is that
election or not, he's not anyone's
favorite person right now. Nor
mine.

Write to us!
The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less Con·
tributors should Include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. No anonymous contributions will be accepted All
contributions should be turned in by noon on Tuesday of each week via email or t~enews.org. Contribu·
lions to The News are the opinion of the author and not that of The Murray State News.
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Where is all the hype for the new library?
I've been waiting for the New Library
increase to compensate for state allocation
shortfalls?"
Task Force, or one of its. members, to comment on the administration's proposal to use
The response to the question includes this
student fees to raise funds to build the new
statement: ''Funding from the State of Kentucky for the capital construction projects
library. What startles me is the silence. For
the l~t several years the New Library Task
comes from a different source of funds than
Force and its members have been the public
state appropriations. In other words, tuition
face of the adminstration's plans to build a , is not being raised to pay for a new building"
new library. Comments from the task force
(http:// lib.murraystate.edu/newlibrary/).
members have appeared regularly in the
However, last fall Dr. Dunn specifically
press, Roundabout Murray, alumni publicaasked for student support for the library
tions and on the Internet and each comment
project, noting that "students are going to
has supported the administration's plans.
end up paying the same dollar amount
But recently the administration's plans have
whether it's for a bond or a tuition increase."
changed, so why has there been no comment
Clearly the administration's position had
regarding this change by members of the
changed, so why hasn't the Task Force's?
Task Force?
What is disheartening about the silence of
One of the fundamental attributes of the
the members of the New Library Task Force
plan for a new library, as articulated by the
is that they have left the students to deal
Task Force, was that tuition would not be
with this issue alone and that seems unconraised to cover the cost of the project. On
scionable. When the administration was trythe Task Force's website ..A New Library for
ing to build momentum for the new library
Murray State University," under the FAQ project, the public relations resources of the
University were fully marshaled to support
section, the question is raised "why are we
pursuing a new library building (or any
that effort.
building) when students are facing a tuition
When the administration reversed its

Most people who
know me are
familiar with my
really bad habits. I
chew my nails too
often, even under
threat of turpentine. I am too for-.
mal in all situaJohn Walker tions, no matter
Opinion Editor the occasion. Worst
of all I am afraid
of dominating conversation. No matter where I am or who I am talking to
I never want to come off as a know it
all. Probably not a good attribute for
a news man.
Every so often though something
in my personality just clicks and .I
can say everything I am feeling and
know without worrying about
annoying the people around me. It is
what I call a rant. One of my favorite
ranters is John Muir. He was the
Steve Herr
founder
of the Sierra Club, which is
associate professor
today
the
largest environmental
of education
advocacy group in the United States.
Muir, like most people, had a lot to
say about the world he was living in
and he said it in a lot of different
ways. He wrote letters, gave talks,
wrote books, signed petitions, took
hikes, preached to presidents and
even hugged a few trees (please do
not let the irony of my using John
Muir as an example in the newspaper
keep you from reading).
Two of my favorite Muir quotes
are thus: "When we try to pick out
anything by itself, we find it hitched
to ~verything else in the universe."'
and "On no subject are our ideas
more warped and pitiable than on
death. ... Let children walk with
nature, let them see the beautiful
blendings and communions of death
and life, their joyous inseparable
unity. as taught in woods and meadows, plains and mountains and
streams of our blessed star, and they
will learn that death is stingless
indeed, and as beautiful as Life, and
Graphic by frin )ackei!The News
that the grave has no victory, for it
• never fights. All·is divine harmony."
--This may seem deep and cliche,
which is easy to do in our cynical
worlo. It is important to remember
Muir Lived at a time when the world
was much more cynical than the one
we live in today, and that did not
keep him , from making his voice
heard.
I
Muir was a master at explaining his
thoughts and beliefs. l can only hope
to fmd the voice he gave to the natural world. To think one man helped
inspire leaders to save Yosemite,
Mammoth Caves and Yellowstone is
enough to give pause.
More importantly it should give us
the power to fmd such a voice inside
ourselves. We live in a world with
more problems than Muir could have
ever conceived. In the past 100 years

decision, and abandoned its commitment
not to raise tuition, it was as if the commitments of the previous years meant nothing
and those who had made them were phantoms. But the truth of the matter is that people make decisions (such as which university to attend, which elected official to write
to and what to say when they write, which
university to recommend, which university
to contribute to, etc.) based on the commitments other people make, and when those
commitments ,aren't honored it leaves a
nasty taste.
In the end, for the long term good of Murray State, it is probably best to remember
that one group of people being willing to
pretend they didn't say something, doesn't
mean another group of people will be willing to pretend they didn't hear it.

Letters to ·the Editor
(This letter is a response to the the front
page article titled "Bridge nightmare" in the
Jan. 27 edition of The Murray State News.)
Our community has been rather shaken up
by the recent bridge collapse, but given the
damage and conditions that night, I hardly
consider it to be a "Bridge. Nightmare".
There were no dettths.
There were no injuries. Plans were
already in the works to replace the 80-yearold bridge. Given that the disaster occurred
at night, and on such a foggy evening, I
believe the circumstances were rather fortuitous; insofar as a bridge's collapse can be
considered fortunate.
I think The News did very well in covering
the event, and obtained some of the first and
clearest pictures. Using my ninja-like

Sinking in

prowess, 1 snuck through the woods that
night to get a clear view of the scene.
Trekking through damp earthen wood and
crossing run"()ff streams reflecting the faint
blinking lights flashing across the sky, I m~aged to get a fairly good vantage point: Yet
even this paled in comparison to the photo
obtained by The News.
I, like so many of my fellow Kentuckians,
am annoyed that NASA destroys our bridge
every time the space program is temporarily
suspended, but given the circumstances, I
think we all came out very lucky.
Kyle Hellcamp
senior from
Benton, Ky
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University students join others
in annual Posters-at-the-Capitol

Sandy MUeJ.
was
to
the UnkH 5*-:s ill a~. . . . 11Wbo wiD decide on lnterm.a-

Co urtDey Laverdure
Staff writer

ihMartb.
MUcs was one of Aft rpwes~tias the t;Jnlted States at the
ftrstilneeag oi-~Committee for Establishing lntem~Aal H~ lltlld~ ~em¢nt Standards in Ar-

The lith annual Posters-at-the-Capitol
on Jan. 26 in Frakfort, Ky., featured work by
several Murrav State students.
A poster at the Capitol celebrates the research and scholarly achievements of undergraduates
from
across
the
Commonwealth. This program enables the
Governor and members of the.• General Assembly. individuals responsible for higher
education funding in the Commonwealth,
to engage d irectly with students.
Posters-at-the-Capitol "is intended to
help members of Kentucky's legislature
and the Governor better understand the
importance of involving undergraduates in
research, scholarly and creative work,"
reads the program mission statem~nt.
This year's program icatured 119 individual research or scholarly activity projects that represented more than 250
students statewide.
Jody Cofer, academic program specialist, said In order to be eligible for participation, individuals must be full-time
undergraduate students at one of Kentucky's public universities.
To apply, a student submits an abstract,
summarizing faculty-mentored research or
a scholarly activity project, he said. Following the application deadline, projects
are reviewed and sorted by relevance.
A statewide organizing committee rep-

tloual ~Oil~~pemance in.Paris, 'France,

lillgton. Va.. in N~

Thirteen co~ 1ft lllao inclUded in the meetings; the
UilitcJd ~~~. Pikistan. Norway, Sweden,
'Pitililhd, the~ .ua Isreal.
Mlks is llio a par.t of dJe SQd.ety for Human Resource Ma&agem~ (smtil)1 bas~ on Kentucky's $tate council for 10

~- hp~ op SIIJIU'j Area II board of directors.

She ».~lao a. piJt ~ide.at of the Four Rivel'!l chapte.- of
SHRM aDd a-naember of tbe editorial review board for Business
~orizo~ ~hied by Iodiaq.a University.

IDallillti ......... Joins safe ZOne

The dcpatm.eat of!qllisb IUid phUO&Qpby officiaUy joined
tMhf.e~p~-~

lliscta.eiQUI~~tbe pr~t took place in the Fall of

2011 .a(ter ~yeriJ o~r depattnlents aDd units. including the
Univeqit)? libnrles, joU,ed the project.
Srad s~ ~ chalf. $lid several indivi4ual fac:ul~
were llrel~CJY parddpl~ a d the depjirtment's intention is to
let studentS biowtbaf ltil a sate pbce for all students regardless
of race, Q)lw, tMdonal ~.sexual orieotation, religion, age,

veteru. .-sor

disa-.

If any depanusent is imefeared in becoming a part of the Safe
Zone pro~ the, are~ to contact Joshua Adair, pl'Qfessor of~ aad p~ or Jody Cofer, academic pro~D\ specitUSt.
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Students' posters line themarble staircases between the Kentucky state House and Senate chambels.
rt.•senlinR each Ktlntucky institution coordinates the program.
"This year's Postl~rs-at-thc·Capitol
marks my seventh and I am continually
amazed to see the projects that our program showcases," Cofer said. "The work on
display in the Posters-at-the-Capitol progr:'lm rcprcst.•nts thousands of hours that
students ;~nd fac.:ulty alike have spent on
projects solving problems, creating best

practices and challenging the status quo on
what we know about a great number of issues."
More than 100 research projects were
displayed from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. throughout
the second floor of the t.:apitol building,
and state legislators and the general public
viewed displays at their ldsure.

Contact Laverdure at
laverdure@murraystate.edu.
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Anthem ends contract with Jackson Purchase Medical
Samantha Villanueva
Staff writer
The Jackson Purchase Medical Associates (JPMA) located in Paducah,
Ky., diverged its contract with the Anthem · Blue Cross and Blue Shield,
which may result in Murray State employees who usc their services switching mtldical providers.
Shane Carter, CEO of the JPMA, said
details of the contract were discussed
thoroughly by both sides before theremoval of JPMA from Anthem occurred.
"It is important to understand that
medical offices across the U.S. operate
within n small margin in and around
the Medicare reimbursement rate," he
said. "(This means) that Medicare is an
essentially break-even business. To fur-

thcr clarify, TPMA's current contract
with Anthem was for essentially
Medicare equivalent rates."
Carter, who heads eight medical facilities in Paducah, Ky., said although
there arc a lot of reasons canceling the
service was needl~d the main reason
had to do with contracts.
UOver the past three years. Anthem
has nllt honored all of the terms and
conditions 1>f their contract with Jf>MA
on a timely basis, has unilaterally imposed revised deductions for payment,
denials and preauthorization policies
that drive up thl~ l'ost to provider offices," he said.
Although Anthem's division with the
JMPA was finalized on Jan. 1. Carter
said the JMPA's own reas()!l for the division had been going on for quite
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some time. driving the division.
"Anthem continues to indicate that
the rates paid to JPMA have a dire..:t
impact on the premium price paid by
employers and families in western Kentucky," Carter said. "The truth is, Anthem earns multiple millions of dollars
of profit every year: their executives
are paid millions. Anthem would like
our patients to think we are being
greedy with their mom.-y.''
Carter said despite other opinions,
the company is only concerned with
providing services and making small
profits from their patients.
The company, he said, is m>t gn·cdy
with money.
Carter sald the split with Anthem
was ncn~ssary because it was a way to
even the playing field for other insur-

anl'C companies to lower customer
Mary Armstrong, benefits manager
rates in the competitive market.
for Murray State Human Resources,
"JPMA asked Anthem to increase the· said the divergence affects University's
payment rate to uur lowest rate among employees. who arc patients with
all commerdaJ payers," he said. "The JMPA in two ways.
rates )PMA asked for would have been
"One. that thcre arc other hcalthcarc
a 16 percent increase from the rates An- facilities available to them if they wish
them currently pays, but other insur- tQ change if they wish to remain under
ance payers are already paying 20, 35 the health insurat\ce provided by the
and in some cases 50 percent more Uruversity and two, if they wish to rcthan Anthem is paying.".
main at that provider, tht.-y would have
Carter said Anthem was used to to pay for most of the fees themselves,"
using policies not favored by the JPMA, she said.
strictly for their unclarity.
Armstrong said although the Unlver"Becausc of Anthem's payment poli- sity heard of the news re~cntly, they
des such as bundling. denials and other have been offering employees of the
unfair trickS. Anthem .eliet~~l; ~tives i{J~Mn.i wifh
their rate down an :\(Ji:!nfona~? ,_
~..._
cent below Medicare rates. That. rate is
Contact Villanueva at svillanueva(ii)
nut sustainable," he said.
murraystate.edu.
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University speaks out against budget cuts
Gov. Beshear's proposal leaves University with $3.2 million less
Haley Russell
Assi~tant

News Editor

After C,v. Steve Deshcar presented his budget to cut higher l'ducation revenue. th(~ University's administration began the preliminary
stages of planning for the loss of nearly $3.2 million in the next fiscal year. bc1,tinning July l.
The budget is waiting to be passed by the legblature, though University administrators do
not fon~!!ee a change in the budget.
Jack Rose, professor of education and faculty
n•prcscntativc \lO the Boarll of Ikgcnts, said
even though the University had a strong financial base, the proposed budget would not go
unnoticed.
"Basically for Murray. I think it comes down
to about $3.2 million that will be reduced from
our budget compared to the current year," he
said. "That's significant."
Despitl' the cuts Murray State will face and
the reevaluation of pn>grams, positions and
tuition that comes with it, Rose said a plan
should be devised that will adjust with the
budget but retain academic programs and services necessary for students.
Rose said he believed that under University
President J4ndr Dunn's direction. past linan·
cial difficulties have been avoided.
"I think that (President DunnJ has dune this

before, when we've had some potential shortRose said the deepness of the cuts determines
falls he's moved deliberately and determined
how the University plans for the future.
what we really have to do and need to do," he
"I think that's where strategic planning and
said. "I think he's handled it very well at this
looking to the future and visionary kinds of
point and I appreciate that."
things reall>' l·omes into play," he said.
At the last Board of Regents m1.•cting. the
Josh lacobs, chief of staff, also :-;aid the Uniauditors gave positive feedback to the Uniwrsiversity's fiscal assessments will have to be~ome
ty's finances, Rose said.
more in depth.
"Murray Statt: is very strong fiuandally, so J
..Obviously, any time you start to talk ahout
think we're at a posicuts in the millions we
tion to weather the "M
St
t
·
t
f'
.
II
to have to evalu•
urray a e IS very S rong manc1a y, .SO 1 start
ate again how we
storm."
Though Rose is think we're at a position to weather the storm." spend every dollar." he
optimistic, he said he
said. "Not that we
-Jack Rose
don't evaluate that on
does not know how
long the University
an
annual basis. but
Professor of education and faculty regent
can hold its economwhen we're losing
ic stability, rj:Jing on
srate support it is very
6.4 percent cuts.
critical that we arc investing our rt•sources in
" I think we're in a good solid pusitiun. but no
the right places."
Since 2007, the University has st•en a tutal of
one is in a good e nough position to Wt.':tther a
14.31:\ percent in cms and has surviwd under
6.4 percent cut for very long," he said. "~o th1.'
question then becomes 'how do you p rioritize?'"
each. a result <•f a strung administrative leaderTo get through the toughest financial timt:s he
ship, Jacobs said.
has seen as a superintendent of Calloway Coun"Thankfully, through good fisca l management
ty Schools and the dean of the College of Eduby the administration and the Board <of
cation. Rose said it is imperative the University
Regents). we've been able to weather some of
these cuts ovt•r the past cuuplc of yc~u s by the
examine current vacant and unnecessary positions to help the admlnistration and the institustate," J<~cohs S<Jid.
tion as a w hole to become more efficient.
'Inc University t1pcrates on four sources of

revenue - tuition, state support, grants and private giving. Jacobs said of these four, there is a
certain mix that the administration uses in
order to meet rheir budgets.
"We're trying to be able tn generate revenue
frum t>ther ways other than student tu ition and
the tilatc." j acobs said.
Though tuition increases arc possible, Jacobs
said it is too early to estimate how much it will
increase, though Dunn said a Council on Postsct·ondary Education representative mentioned
7 percent. Dunn said he's not sure in what context that was said.
In the coming months. Jacobs said administration would begin to review the programs o n
campus, possibly eliminating those that arc in
low demand.
Dunn said because Murray State is in good
financial health , it will not feel the affects of the
cuts until the 2013·14 year, w hich will give the
administr;ttion time tu evaluate the budget.
Decisions such as these, Dunn said, take careful consideration.
"I've never been one to be a 'ready-fire-aim'
person,'' he said. "Decisions of this magnitude
need 10 be carefully thought through and made."
Dunn said dt:cisions could be made more
effcctively because of the fiscal wellbe ing of the
University.
Contact Russell at hn1ssell@murraystate.edu.

Humanities faculty eye Chinese minor
Meghann Anderson
Staff writer

lnrdlc Oetken/Tht> News

Jie Wu, Chinese profe'ssor, teaches calligraphy text.

The possibility of a Chinese major joining the four other foreign
languages is beginning to look more like a reality.
The University docs not offer a Chinese major or minor, but some
faculty members want to offer four semesters of Chinese in a new
program to go toward to a· Bachelor of Arts degree. Courses offered
are Chinese language classes and a culture course.
Jie Wu, assistant professor in the College of Humanities and Fine
Ar ts, had 44 students studying Chinese language and culture with
her during the fall semester.
She is Chinese and holds a doctorate in Eastern languages and literatures from the University of Washington in Seattle.
Wu is the first tenure·trat:k professor of Chinest' and wa_, hired
last spring to work in th e modern languages department.
"Currently, there aren't enough courses for a minor, so one of my
priorities has been to develop upper-level courses on Chinese culture, literatu re and society," Wu said. "They will be taught in English and be open to all Murray State students as electives."
Wu said a new 300-level c~urse. Chinese Cultural Diversity
T hrough ~o·uod, is under review by Academic Council. She also plans
to propose two other 300-level courses on Ch inese dnema and society, in the next three years in order to appeal to different Interests

:tnd provide enough courses needed for a minor.
"Knowledge of n foreign language and a better understanding o f a
foreign culture will not only give students an edge in the job market
but also help them ·t o become well-rounded people," Wu said. "On
the local level. Kentu~ky's export to China h as increased by over
1,200 percent in the p;tst decade. Murray State now has a number of
partnership institutions in China, such as its involvement with the
Q!ngdno Agriculture University and new cooperative opportunities
arc burgeoning."
"Seven Windows to Contemporary China" is a residential college
s~minar offered thts semester. The lecture will discuss major issues
concern contemporary China. such as educatiofl. environment,
political issues and historic preservation.
"1 already did some K·l2 outreach to raise the aware ness in th e
community of the Chinese program at the U niversity, and o f C hinese language and culture.'' Wu said. "Good class enrollment is
needed. as weU as other resources such as library collections, in
order to have a minor on campus."
John Eads. senior from Somerset, Ky.• attended a calligraphy
workshop in December taught by Wu last semester.
He said the workshop had about 20 to 25 people in attendanc~.
Said E;~ds: "We learned the basics of calligraphy; such as each
ch aracter is made of a combination of seven standard strokes."
Contact Anderson at ma nderson22@murraystate.~du.

Applications now available for

The Ralph Woods
Memorial Award
.

Estal)lished to l1onor students wl1o have
made an outstanding
contribution in service and
leadersl1ip to tl1e University campus.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 2011
or May 2012 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus
activities indicate leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change.
(Can accomplish goals and is of service to
students and faculty.)
4. Grade point average Is
of no consideration.
Applications are available in th e Student Government
Associalion office. Three letters of recommendatio n
(fro m peers, instructors, or who mt.:ver you like) validating the
nominee's leadership capabilities m ust be su bmitted by
NOON. MONDAY. MAHCH =5. 2012
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Centershots

Success is attainable
The men's basketball season isn't over yet and my list
of favorite moments is
growing.
From Brandon Garrett's
first dunk to Isaiah Canaan's
seven 3-pointers in the first
half of the Austin .Pcay game
to Donte Poole's career-high
nights, the Racers are
impressive and I love to
watch them do their thing on
Sports Editor
the hardwood.
Other notable highlights from the season
include when I discovered Coach Prohm shared
my nervous habit of applying ChapStick rather
liberally during games, laughing every other
minute during my first interview with Jewuan
Long, talking ubout God with Coach Prohm and
watching the team overcome every obstacle
placed in their path with grace and poise.
And what about last night's electrifying
atmosphere as the boys in the blue and gold
took down SEMO? I'm not ashamed to admit it:
when Canaan shot the three to give the Racers
a four point lead, 1 cried a little.
However. some of my favorite moments are
from outside the arenas. Moments like the surprise commendation from Coach Prohm in
Popeyes in Memphis after Murray State defeated a ranked team, or moments when I'm at a
leadership conference in Kansas City during
Winter Break and an employee of a children's
nonprofit foundation comes up to me after I say
I'm from Murray State and says she hopes our
basketball team keeps winning.
Or bow about this one: I'm serving at a soup
kitchen in Paducah with some of my best
friends from Murray during Winter Break and a
homeless lady says. "That basketball team of
yours sure is stomping the competition!"
It's one of the best things about sports - it
brings us together in a way nothing else can. We
can disagree about fashion, food and friends but
sports have a uniting effect that can bond people together like super glue and it just so happens we have a team adhering themselves to the
top of the charts.
News of the Racers' achievement is spreading
far and wide, but nothing is better than the
Racer pride in our own community. Look
around our sweet town: businesses have their
marquees tlasbirig eogoii.liiiiDs WQn1s to the
team. the University BookstQre is cranking out
.a new T-shirt everyday, local coffee shops are
creating their own drinks titled "Racer Pride,"
or "The Racer" and billboards read, ..Go Racers!
Eyes Up!"
The success of the team is uniting our hearts
as we rally together in support of the only undefeated team in the country, but it's not just
adults and University students proclaiming
their love for the Racers.
Last week during dinner with a family from
my church, their 5-year-old and 3-year-old boys
were playing basketball in their living room.
They were shooting around having fun imitating the Murray State team with their .s mall plas·
tic goal and every time they scored they would
yell - just Uke Racers' announcer Paul Radke one of the players' names: ")ewuannnn
Longgggl" or "lvannnn Askaaal" or "Donteeee
Poole!'' and sometimes the player they were
imitating would sink a three, "lsaiahhhh
Canaan, 3-point shot!"
It was precious and proved how deeply Racer
fever is ingrained within the community.
People love to feel like part of a winning program. It makes them feel better about themselves knowing they arc associated with a team
who has the best record in basketball Why
wouldn't they? Winning is the goal. However,
it's easy to fall into the trap of comptacency and
I want that for no one. not our team or my fellow students.
So I encouragl! you, don't just enjoy the ride
of the Racers' succes" but let it motivate you to
push beyond your own self-imposed limits to
achieve what you believe to be impossible.
Do something you think you cannot. Challenge yourself. Passionately pursue your goals
and don't stop until you've reached them. Don't
be influenced by negativity, but rather influence
others toward greatness. let your life be an
example of what can happen when one gets out
of their comfort zone and runs with endurance
the race set before them.
Thckle obstacles. Overcome fear. Forget the
p'ast and press on to future possibilities. Strive
for the goal. Believe in what you're doing and
others will soon join. Live with integrity. Make
decisions you can be proud of. Fix your eyes on
the prize. Visualize success then live it out
everyday.
J.K. Rowling once said: Uit .is impossible to
live without failing at something, unless you
live so cautiously that you might as weU not
have lived at all - in which case, you fail by
default."
.
So don't let mistakes or the past define you.
Compromise is seductive but you'll regret set·
tling for less than the best, so learn from our
beloved Racers and keep your eyes up. stay on
your wall and push yourself into your own winning .season.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraystatc.edu.

Racers rally to defeat SEMO

Junior ouard Isaiah canaanand senior forward Ivan Aska celebrate after Canaan's three-pointer recharoed the Racers at the beginning of their comeback.

....
RES ILIEN I •

SOlO forced 14 turnovers and ~ttcored the

Soplde McDc.aW
Sports Editor
Even though the rtrst half wasn't pretty, Murray State ended the night with its 22nd consecutive victory.
Junior guard Isaiah Canaan scored 24 of his
32 points in the second half and the No. 10 Racers remained unbeaten with an 81·73 win over
Southeast Missouri State on Thursday night.
Senior guard Jewuan Long added l3 points
for Murray State (22-0, 10·0). which is off to the
best start by an Ohio Valley Conference team
since Western Kentucky opened 21-0 in 1953-54.
"Isaiah Canaan is a special player," said
SEMO coach Dickey Nutt. "Special players step
up in special games and that's what he did. He
hit big shots when the game was on the line.
especially contested and also from very deep
range, so I have to give him credit for that."
Marcus Brister had 17 points and eight
rebounds for the Redhawks (U-10, 7-3), the last
team to hand Murray State a regular-season
OVC loss when it beat the Racers 64·57 last
February and disrupted their winning streak.
SEMO hoped history would repeat itsci{ but
fortunately for the Racers, it did not.
The lead changed hands three times in the
first half and Murray State trailed the Redhawks 39-33 at the break. Murray State took the
lead for good less than 10 minutes into the second half.

able to withstand or recover
quickly from difficult conditions

Racers 44-24 in the paint. but Murray State outrebounded the Redhawks 43-34.
With the Redhawks leading 46-40 and 15:38
to go, Long took an elbow to the chin from SE
Missouri's Marland Smith. A minute later, after
two missed layups and a jumper, senior forward
Ivan Aska ran down the court, shared a luok
with Canaan and said, "Let's go bro." Ten seconds later, Canaan connected with his second 3
in a row.
"I knew (Canaan) had a slow start in the first
half and we was down a little bit in the first half
and the second half but l knew he was going to
come along soon so I wasn't worried at all,''
Long said. "We've seen it too many times and I
had faith he was going to come through.''
After three Donte Poole free throws, Canaan
sank another 3-pointer with 13 minutes to go.
"They (teammates) stay on me all the time
for situations like these so when they come
down to games like these and you see all the
great numbers, I try to give them all the credit
because they prepared me for situations like
this to go out and do things like this," Canaan
said. "Ivan and the rest of the teammates were
just saying, 'Jet's go' and it went on from there
and I started knocking down a few shots and
we started getting aggressive in the defense like
we should have been i,n the first half and things
turned out for the best.''
Aska added 10 points and ll rebounds for the

Senior guard Jewuan l.onQ was the second leadlll9 scorer for the Racers with 13 points.

WHAT'S

ATHLETE SPOTLIGHT

INSID~E

Jewuan long overcomes
Football program signs 16
obstacles on way to success, 38 for 2012-13 season, 28

SIGNING CLASS

~ abd ~ duu W&li 1:58 to go ga\'e the
team a l2-point lead • its largest of the game.
Murray State trailed by as many as 11 in the
first half, but coach Steve Prohm never called a
timeout.
"I get a $200 bonus for every timeout I leave
up there,n Pr9hm joked. "I've got a lot of confidence in the!e guys bec.1use they've got great
character and they've got great toughness. I'm
not a yeller 'lind a screamer. I learned from
coach (Billy) Kennedy to be even-keeled
because they're going to respond how 1
respond and that's what I believe in my gut and
my heart and we haven't lost our composure."
The two teams meet again in Cape Gir:udeau
on Feb.l5.
"We'll meet them again in another week and
a half," Brister said. "We want them to (still be
undefeated) then and we're cheering for them,
until that night, 7 p.m. at the Show Me Center.
TI1en it's Senior Night and I'm looking forward
to it. That'll be me and Leon (Powcll)'s last
home game - can't wait."
Prohm and company remain unfazcd.
"We're just going to keep doing the same
thing we're doing." the coach said. "Preach to
these guys everyday about being humble and
handling themselves with great humility and
they've done that at the highest level. I couldn't
be more proud of them."
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu.

,..."'"'""' a three pointer. Jackson ended the
oame with six points, three rebounds and an assist In 15 minutes of play.

ART EXHIBITS

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Two art exhibits fill the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, 68

Senior Hannah Jarvis enters
modeling contest, 88
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cast members In the Playhouse In the Park musical ·crowns.' set to open today, listen closely as Dominique Duarte, senior from Memphis, Tenn.. recites lines..

Cast celebrates black history with 'Growns'
Allyson Putman
Staff writer
Hats of all shapes and sizes will dominate the stage as Playhouse in the Park presents its production of "Crowns" by
Regina Taylor this weekend and next at Calloway County's
Playhouse in the Park.
"Crowns" was originally produced by the McCarter Theater
Center in Princeton, N.J., and Second Stage Theatre in New
York City.
Stephen Keene. coordinator in the Adventures in Math and
Science office. is directing the show. Keene said the show is
meant to celebrate the use of hats in black female culture particularly in weddings and funerals as it follows a young
woman's move from Brooklyn, N.Y., to South Carolina to live
with her grandmother. He said the hats worn by the women are
meant to symbolize crowns worn by royalty.
Keene said Murray State students are heavily involved in this
production, with seven of the nine cast members being students
or staff on campus.
Dominique Duarte. senior from Memphis, Tenn., is the leading lady in this pl'rformance as the young woman from Brooklyn, N.Y., who goes to live with her grandmother upon her
brother's death.
Duarte said the production is a gospel musical, with her character singing many solos. This is not Duarte's first performance,
as she has performed classical solos on many occasions - in·
eluding the Miss Black and Gold Pageant held by Alpha 'Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., last semester.
"This kind of singing is a little out of my comfort zone," she
said. "I'm glad, though. It's good to do something different,"
She said the cast has been rehearsing since the beginning of

January to prepare for the opening rugbt.
Carruth K.itrcl ~ administrative assistant in the department of
geosciences. has been a large part of the production as well.
Kitrell, also known as the "hat lady," said she enjoyed taking
part in the "hat making workshop" held last Saturday.
She said the workshop hosted roughly 30 people, including
women from the ~ommunity and cast members. The women
who attende~ the wor!Q;hop received free tickets to the show.
The hats created in the workshop will be displayed in the
play, with a select few being worn by the cast members. Kitrell
said she made her first hat in the workshop.
In the play, Kitrell said she plays a hat consultant who tcat·hcs
the characters how to wear their bats to best showcase their
unique styles. This is not a stretch from K.itrell's attitude to·
ward hats in real life, as she said she wears hats for a variety uf
reasons.
"Hats say you are uruque, different and not afraid to show it,"
Kitrell said. "1 get so many compliments from males and females on my hats every day."
She also said she likes how her hats can brighten up a person's day.
To fund the show, Keene said the executive director, Lisa
Cope, wrote a grant proposal from the Kentucky Foundation
for Women. The money made through ticket sales goes toward
the royalties for the show and any production costs associated
with the production.
"Crowns" will be performed at 7 p.m. today and Saturday and
2:30 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets for children 12 and under are $8.
senior citizens 60 and up are $9, students with an lD are $10
and general admission is $11. For ticket information or for group
pricing. call Playhouse in the Park at 270-759-1752.
Contact l'utman at aputman@murraystate.edu.

Duarte pauses during recital earlier this week.

Shakespeare Festival brings world class theater to campus
Rachel CUfford
Contributing writer
Two of Shakespeare's plays. "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" and "A Winter's Tale," will come
off the .script and onto the stage in the 11th annual Shakespeare Festival.
"The Shakespeare Festival originaUy started
because Or. Warren Edminster, one of the English professors, wanted to find a way to bring
high quality performances to Murray State students and it was opened to the general publicsoon after that," Rusty Jones, Shakespeare Festival chair, said. "Now we have schools that come
in and pretty much anyone who wants to can
come sec them. The plays that arc going to be
P''rformed this year arc both comedies. There
arc no tragedies- no cutting off Macbeth's head
or stabbing Hamlet with a poisoned sword. lt's
all fun this year."
The American Shakespeare Company is based
in Stanton, Va .. and is on their "Almost Blasphemy" tour.
"The great thing about the Shakespeare Festival is that it allows students to sec world class
theater for $5 instead of $50," Jones said. "Tickets for these events would normally be anywhere
from $50 to $80."
Tbt• week-long event will kick off with A Midsummer Flash Mob in the rocking chair lounge

..

of the Curris Center.
"In conjunction with our theater department,
we have a flash mob planned,.. Jones said. ·~J
though since it isn't a secret, 1 guess it's not really a flash mob. Basically some of the theater
students are going to be performing scenes from
~Midsummer Night's Dream.'"
The week will feature more than just theatrical performances of Shakespeare's plays. The
American Shakespeare Company will hold several workshops throughout the week.
Barbara Cobb, English professor and associate
chair and education coordinator of the festival,
will give a lecture over Shakespeare as a graphic
novel.
" I will be looking at graphic novel editions of
Shakespeare's ~ Midsummer N~ht's Dream,' including the Neil Gaiman Sandman series episode
in which Shakespeare and his fe llow actors perform the play for the Lord of Dreams and his entourage from the dream world," Cobb said. "We
will examine the pros and cons of using graphic
novels to study Shakespeare's plays."
For Cobb, the Shakespeare Festival is a chance
to share with others a passion she's had for many
years.
~When I was 9 or 10, I found a copy of Shakespeare's complete works in a bookcase in an unused bedroom;• Cobb said. "1 started reading the
plays to myself, and. over time, I enlisted one of

~ · - ] ":s:t::

my friends to takt: parts and read the plays with
me. We were sure we were doing something that
we weren't supposed to, so we kept it a secret."
Cobb said she was interested in the women of
Shakespeare's plays from an early age.
"I was fascinated by 'Macbeth' and 'King Lear,'
particularly the strong, independent women,"
Cobb said. '"Lear's' Cordelia was a hero of mine
from a very young age.''
She hopes her lecture \\ill make Shakespeare
more accessible to students.
..The graphic novel is a genre that is growing
in popularity, and a lot of people of all ages find
sequential art as an asset in reading," Cobb said.
"Sequential art can open up Shakespeare to
some readers. A play like 'A Midsummer Night's
Dream' is action packed, and the graphic novel
medium can work well in helping a reader to en·
gage with that action."
Jones, too, hopes students will he r~ble to con·
nect to Shakespean.• in a nt~W way al the end of
the festival.
"We want studcm:; to come away from the festival with a better appreciation of Shakespeare,"
Jones said. "What we hope to accomplish is to
dimirush of what some teacher!> call 'Sbakt!sfear; which is basically a fear of Shakespeare,
thinking it's too boring or tedious. We want people to see that Shakespeare is fun and ultimately
we want them to have a good time."

...

Cobb said she wants students to walk away
from the Shakespeare Festival with a better understanding of the connection between the situations the characters face and the situations the
students face.
"The plots are universal, the issues as relevant
today as they were for Shakespeare's first audi·
ence~." Cobb said. "Hermia, Lysander, Hdena,
and Demetrius, in ~ Midsummer Night's
Dream,' are very much like the audience members who will see this play here at Murray State
next week: Hermia has a domineering father
who is trying to control her life; Lysander and
Hermia decide to elope in order to begin their
'life together; Helena has been loved and
dumped, and wants to get the guy back; and
Demetrius, that guy who rejected Helena, really
doesn't deserve her. There's nothing here that
isn't familiar to us."
The Shakespeare Festival will nm from Monday to Feb 11.
General admission tickets arc $10. Tickets for
students and faculty traveling from beyond the
western Kentucky region are $7.
Tickets for Murray State students. faculty,
staff. children and all other students in the western Kentucky region are $5.
All workshops and lectures are free to the
public.
Contact Clifford at rclifford@murraystate.tdu.
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Four shows we're excited for this month

Say ~ ain't so

By Anna Taylor, Savannah Sawyer

Photo courtesy oi nymas.com.

Photo courte>y ot huzzsug.Jr.r.:om.

"Cougar Town"

"The Voice"

Premieres Feb. 14

Premieres Sunday

.

After being pushed back by its ABC producers, Cougartown is fi·
nally back on the network. We have spent weeks waiting for more
Grules (Grayson and Jules), sarcasm courtesy of Ellie and some
more games of penny can. It's about time.

Adam, Blake, Cee·Lo and Christina are back on the new "it" voice
competition's second season. What can we anticipate from the
new season? A fresh crop of vocal talent and more diva sass
coming from Team Christina.

Photo courtesy o f fllmindu~tryn('twork.hiz

Photn rpurtcsy <lf tvguid<~.rum.

"CSI rr

"The 84th Academy Awards"

Premieres Feb. 15

Airs Feb. 26
We're exci ted to see which
films and actors will take home an
u.Jv.u...U.I
Oscar atlh1s year's Academy Awards. Watch to see If prospective
winners George Clooney and Viola Davis win for Best Actor and
Actress. respectively. Catch Billy Crystal host the most presti·
gious film competition of the year.
l.J

Catherine Willows out CSI Julie Finlay is in. On the Jan. 25
episode Willows was faced with the decision of staying with her
CSI team or joining the FBI, she choose the latter. Tune in Feb. 15
• to see CSI Julie Finlay in action for the first time.
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Mi Casa Es su casa Is a tumblr site f1dt..,
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• Dierks Bentley-~.,
• Dr. DOQ .. "Be The Void"
• The Fray - "Scars &stories"

• "Anonymous"
• "A Very Harold &Kumar
Christmas"
• ihe Sunset Limited"

Most of my favorite
singers are females. I
love listening to soul·
ful solo artists. especially the underrated,
non-ma i nstn·am
ones.
The first time I
heard Mozella was
when I was watching
Anna
at.J.
episode of "One
Taylor
Features Editor Tree Hill" back dur·
ing the cast's high
school years. Her cover of Weezer's
..Say It Ain't So" was playing during
what seemed like one of many jail
scenes on the show.
1 immediately searched for an MP3 of
the cover song until I finally found it.
Her version was slow and different: I
loved it and stiU do.
The moral of the story is after I hear a
song that I like of an artist's, I generally
Jook up their songs and often find I like
them. This was the case with Mozclla.
I downloaded her album "I Will," became a fan on Facebook and followed
her Twitter account where I soon
learned she would retweet any tweet of
mine that mentioned her music.
Now and then, on occassion, Mozella
has LiveStream videos where she performs some of her songs from her bed
or hotel room that her fa ns have requested.
Two years ago, Mozella also had a
YouTube series appropriately called
''Under The Covers." Mozella would
sing her cover of a well-known :>ong in
her hotel bed and post it on '(ouTubc.
Most of the songs she covered were
from older artists such as The Beatlcs.
The Detroit-bred singer might only be
ko'own to some from her song "Magic
(Oh Oh Oh)" which was featured in the
Verizon Droid commercial or her cover
"Get Ready" that could be heard in the
promo for "The Closer" back in the
summer and early fall ef this past year.
(TIUs is why I love Mozella. I hear her
in the most unexpected places.) .
T he pilot for ''Pretty Little Liars" featured her song "More of You." Maybe
that is why I continue to watch the
guilty pleasure show, although if it was
up to me, I would have used the song in
a different scene for the show because
t:J:te w#Aria makeout sesh just didn't
seem right with the song choice.
W ith two full albums and three EPs
under her musical belt, one could argue
that MozeUa has arrived.
.
The singer's raspy vocals in hl•r
soul/jazz/pop music make her stand out
in the
crowd.
Mozella has also previously toured
with the Dave Matthews Band, Michelle
Branch, Five For Fighting, Tyk-r HiltQn
and Colbie Caillat.
Though Mozella has been compared
to Nelly Furtado, Macy Gray, Norah
Jones and Jack Johnson, I can't say r
agree. While her voice might sound like
that of Jones', the comparisons for the
other artists· arc not quite accurate.
I would compare her to Michelle
Featherstone, Meiko and even Ben's
Brother. She has the same musical style
as these artists and has a similar voice.
Songs you should give a listen to:
"Can't Stop," "KiUing Time" and "Thank
You."
If the Ia-la·las from "Thank You" doh't
get stuck in your head, you're doing
something wrong.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@
murraystate.edu.
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StUdent participates in statewide modeling CQmpetition
SnanDah Sawyer
Assistant Features Editor
Milan. Paris and New York are the
fashion capitals of the world. Murray,
Ky., wouldn't normally make the top 100
but Hannah Jarvis, senior from Owensboro, Ky.• is working single handedly to
change just that.
Jarvis, who has been modeling since
June, is taking part in a modeling competition for a spread or cover in Herscene Magazine's April Derby Edition.
The winner is determined by how many
Ukes they receive for her photo posted
on the Herscene Facebook page.
"It's a Louisville based magazine and
It's fashion and just stuff for women basically," Jarvis said of the magazine.
The fashion industry is far from recognizing' Murray, Ky., as a fashion capital but Louisville is well on its way,
making the task of being taken seriously
as a model a more difficult feat for Jarvis.
"Murray is impossible but Louisville is
expanding and trying to bring fashion,"
Jarvis said. "I think they're planning their
first fashion week in October of next
year. No one cares about it here.
Louisville is pretty much the smallest
big city that's fashion minded."
Being relatively new to the modeling
industry, this is Jarvis' first experience in
a modeling competition.
"I did not know it was going to be a
competition," she said. "I went for an audition and found out about it online. My
mom had found it because she was on
their website and had seen pictures. But
this is my flTSt competition. I've gone for
auditions but they've pretty much been
pass or fail."
Jarvis wasn't always set on becoming
a model. feeling that it wasn't for her.
"People have told me since I was in
high school that you have the height and
you have the body for a model," she said.
"l guess I knew that I was what people
were looking for in my bead but J just
never did it because I didn't feel like the
timing was right."
Jarvis, who is studying social work, is
now open to the idea to pursue modeling as a career and said she would put
social work on the back burner if need
be.
"Modeling is something I would like
·
~---- to do," the said. "I NaUy enjoy doin~ it
Vote for HannahJarvis. senior from Owensboro, Ky., by llklnQher ~hoto on the Herscene Maoazlne Facebook Paoe.
and I know that this is kind of your peak

season being early 20s to do it and I
know that I will always be able to do social work. Modeling gives you a platform
and I would love to have a humanitarian
type platform because not a lot of models do and I would love to branch out
into that sector."
If Jarvis could choose any modeling
company to work for it would be the
Ford Modeling Agency.
"I've always wanted to work for Ford,"
Jarvis said. "I know that Ford bas a lot of
emphasis on European models and J
think that would be awesome because
they work with a ton of awesome designers and photographers."
Some may know that it takes confidence to become a model but according
to Jarvis, some don't know just how
much it involves.
"They did a mock interview for the
Derby, and they asked what's the most
important thing for a model to have and
I said confidence to them because if you
don't think that you can do it, you won't
end up doing it," Jarvis said. "I think that
people think you just have to be pretty
to be a model or you have to be thin or
you have to have the perfect size or you
have to be tall, which none of that is true
if you don't have confidence; you have to
have confidence."
Modeling isn't just about looking
pretty in front ofthe camera or on a runway. It's about having to know the best
angles and be willing to work with the
photographer to capture the best image,
Jarvis said.
"I don't think a lot of people know
how much you .have to work with the
photographer and be willing to take suggestions because you can have the best
pose in the world but if that's not what
the photographer wants, you have to
change it," she said.
In today's world there is a lot of pressure on women especially to have the
"model type" body, but that's not always
realistic. Jarvis said whafis portrayed in
the media is not necessarily healthy.
"I don't like that the .-nedia puts certain pressure to be a certain size because
healthy is many different sizes," Jarvis
said. "I want people to realize that there
are many different sizes of models. If
you live a healthy lifestyle, you'll have
your healthy body to show to people."
Contot't

And without all the pain and mess of camaitJirth. 13 mon~ you n~ to get a great MBA from

the University of LouiSville. our Innovative program offers a paid I W i p that accommodates
your classes two nights and one afternoon a week. So stop scre~und. It can only lead to
pain. Just ask the camel. And out more at 13monthslsnothln.
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